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Foreword

The financial and economic crisis that started in 2008 and affected most OECD member countries

has reopened the debate on the role of the state on how and where it should intervene to achieve

which objectives. Government at a Glance 2013 provides key quantitative and qualitative data

that can enable evidence-based decision making as well as help governments plan for the future. It

allows for the comparison of government activities, practices and performance across a number of

critical dimensions, and helps pinpoint areas that warrant further examination. In its policy chapter,

the publication explores the links between trust in government and the policies and institutions of

public governance.

This work was led by Zsuzsanna Lonti under the direction of Rolf Alter and Edwin Lau and

drafted by Natalia Nolan-Flecha, Santiago González, Jean-François Leruste and Alessandro Lupi.

Major drafted contributions were received from Mario Marcel and Stéphane Jacobzone (Chapter 1

on “Trust in government, policy effectiveness and the governance agenda”); Catherine Gamper

and Alice Lazzati (Chapter 2 on “Strategic governance”); Monica Brezzi, Arthur Mickoleit and

Camila Vammalle (Chapter 3 on “Public finance and economics”); Ronnie Downes, Ian Hawkesworth,

Joung Jin Jang, Knut Klepvisk and Lisa Von Trapp (Chapter 4 on “Budgeting practices and procedures”);

Robert Ball and Maya Beauvallet (Chapter 5 on “Public sector employment and pay”); Robert Ball,

Michelle Marshalian and Tatyana Teplova (Chapter 6 on “Women in government”); Elodie Beth,

María-Emma Cantera, Ulrika Kilnes (Chapter 7 on “Public procurement”); Julio Bacio Terracino,

Janos Bertok, Maria-Emma Cantera, Ronnie Downes, Ulrika Kilnes, Knut Klepvisk, Arthur Mickoleit,

Adam Mollerup and Barbara Ubaldi (Chapter 8 on “Open and inclusive government”);

Filippo Cavassini, Alice Lazzati and Adam Mollerup (Chapter 9 on “Special feature – Serving citizens:

Accessibility and quality of public services”). We thank Lia Beyeler, Laura Boutin, Kate Lancaster,

Natasha Lawrance, Sophie Limoges, Jennifer Stein and Deirdre Wolfender for their help in preparing

the document for publication.

This publication is the result of contributions from a wide range of sources and expertise. It

benefited from inputs provided by the OECD Public Governance Committee and the Government at a

Glance Steering Group (details in Annex F); the OECD Committee on Statistics; the Public

Employment and Management Working Party; the Working Party of Senior Budget Officials; the

OECD Expert Group of Conflict of Interest; the Network of Senior E-government Officials; the leading

Practitioners on Public Procurement and the Expert Group on Innovative and Open Government.

Valuable comments have also been received from Peter Van de Ven and Catherine La Rosa-Elkaim

(OECD Statistics Directorate); Richard Highfield, Mehmet Ceylan and Devi Thani (Centre for Tax

Policy), Gaetan Lafortune, Nicolaas Sieds Klazinga, Valerie Paris (OECD Directorate for Employment,

Labour and Social Affairs), Corine Heckmann, Joris Ranchin (OECD Directorate for Education),

Peter Hoeller, Giussepe Nicoletti (OECD Economics Directorate) Messaoud Hammouya (International

Labour Organization, Geneva, Switzerland) and Zoltan Mikolas (Consultant).
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